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INTRODUCTION1

 

Turbulence is created due to the unsteady flow and 

fluctuations of the three flow velocity components and  

can be quantified from its instantaneous deviation from 

                                                           

the mean flow velocity.  Turbulent flow consists of 

different sizes of “eddies”. Eddy is defined as the 

swirling unit of air in the turbulent flow. In this study, 

flow velocity is measured in three dimensions using the 

eddy covariance (EC) method. The EC method is widely 

used in quantification of the turbulent fluxes in the 

micrometeorology field and has also been implemented 

in a pilot study on the turbulence flow of a VAWT [5]. 

Using this method, flow velocities are separated into the 

longitudinal, lateral and vertical velocities components, 

analogous to the Cartesian x, y, and z axes, and are 

commonly denoted as u, v and w.  

Research has found that by arranging VAWTs close 

to each other, the array of VAWTs could harvest more 

wind energy through vertical transfer of kinetic energy of 

turbulence or eddies [6, 7]. In this context, we focused on 

an individual VAWT instead of an array of VAWTs. 

Although there are numerous studies on numerical 

simulations of wind turbine flows [8-13], there are 

limited literature on direct measurements of flow and 

turbulence characteristics of VAWTs. Breton et al. [14] 
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Due to increasing global interest in finding sustainable 

energy resources, wind energy has been determined to be 

one “green” energy option that has great potential to 

contribute to the world’s energy demands of the future 

[1]. Generally, there are two types of wind turbines: the 

horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) and the vertical 

axis wind turbine (VAWT), both capable to convert 

kinetic energy of the wind to electrical energy. HAWTs 

is more efficient in harvesting wind energy than VAWTs, 

but VAWTs perform better than HAWT in turbulent flow 

conditions [2]. Thus, the VAWT is deemed to be more 

suited to urban areas where turbulence is high and that 

the VAWT can be installed on buildings rooftops to 

access higher wind speed conditions [3, 4] while 

providing “direct-to-user” electrical energy to the 

VAWT-installed building.  
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revealed that the upstream distance between turbines 

affect turbine performance and hence the turbulence 

distribution pattern in front of a turbine was observed and 

presented in this work in addition to the wake (or 

downwind) of the VAWT. Numerical modeling tends to 

underestimate turbulence and flow fields [15], and thus, 

by using the EC method, this paper presents a 

comprehensive direct measurements of turbulence and 

flow of upwind and wake of the VAWT. 

 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Laboratory setup 
This study was conducted in an indoor research 

laboratory to avoid the complex and uncontrollable flow 

fields outdoors because of the interaction between wind 

turbines and the atmospheric boundary layer, the 

atmospheric boundary layer is the atmospheric layer 

closest to the surface of the Earth. Rooftop monitoring of 

VAWT conducted by Tabrizi et al. [16] and reviews of 

factors affecting perfomance of a Savonius wind turbine 

[13] have provided some useful information towards this 

study. Furthermore, the latter layer is not commonly 

“neutral” where the effects of buoyancy could alter the 

flow fields under “unstable” conditions. Neutral is 

defined as when mechanical shear dominates buoyancy 

effects on turbulence production.  

Three-dimensional side view of the laboratory layout 

is shown in Figure 1. Three units of 26" industrial 

standing fans with fan blades length of 0.35 m, were used 

to generate the flow field and were arranged in a row as 

shown in Figure 2a. To study the turbulence and flow 

characteristics of a 300 W Darrieus-type VAWT (iWind 

Energy, iW301, Taiwan), with total swept area of 1.44 

m2, an ultrasonic anemometer (81000, Young, USA) was 

used to measure the three-flow velocity components (u, 

v, w). The data was logged to a personal computer using 

a RS232 cable and HyperTerminal software (Microsoft, 

USA) as the interface. Sampling frequency of 10 Hz was 

averaged for 60-min (averaging time). From preliminary 

analysis, it was discovered that even 5-min averaging 

period was sufficient to capture all turbulence-scale 

fluxes, typically of 1-s period. 

This experiment was conducted at two speed settings 

(“low” and “high” speeds) at four different 

configurations. The averaged mean flow velocity at low 

speed setting was approximately 3.2 m s–1 while at high 

speed setting was 4.0 m s–1 with Reynolds number of 1.31 

× 108 (low speed setting) and 1.63 × 108 (high speed 

setting). At low speed setting, VAWT rotates within the 

range of 75–79  RPM (rotation per minute); while at at 

high speed setting, VAWT was at 101–105 three flow 

velocity components, u, v and w at 10 Hz.  Data was 

collected for 60 min and processed using MATLAB (ver. 

2012A, MathWorks, USA) using a custom data 

processing script. The processing algorithm includes 

quality control steps, such as spikes removal caused by 

electronic-signal noises, stationary tests, and Haar 

transform (used to identify the discontinuities in the time 

series data during the data quality check).  

The mean flow velocity, ū, and the standard 

deviations of the fluctuations of the three flow velocities, 

such as velocities from the mean were calculated and 

denoted as σu, σv, and σw or turbulence. The three flow 

velocity fluctuations were calculated according to Eqs. 

(1), (2) and (3), whereby the mean lateral and vertical 

flow velocities, v̅ and w̅ were approximately zero. This 

method is known as the Reynolds decomposition method 

of flow velocities to separate the turbulent components 

from the mean flow velocity components. 

 

u=u̅+ u'    (1) 

v =v̅+ v'    (2) 

w =w̅+ w'    (3) 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

VAWT mean flow velocity and turbulence 
distribution patterns 
Heat map was used to visualised the flow and turbulence 

distribution patterns of four different positions of the 

ultrasonic anemometer and VAWT, where each “cells” 

represents the measurement  
 

 
Figure 1. Laboratory setup depicting the arrangement of the 

ultrasonic anemometer, VAWT and the three 26" industrial 

standing fans at four different positions: a) upwind without 

VAWT; b) downwind without VAWT; c) upwind with VAWT; 

d) downwind with VAWT. 
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Figure 2. a) The front and top view of the arrangement of the three 26" industrial standing fans and b) fabricated shelf grid with 30 

data collection positions  (A1 to E6) covering the entire swept area of the flow source, which represents the flow field. 

 

positions marked by the grid shelf. The turbulence 

patterns of upwind and wake of the VAWT flow fields 

were studied laterally and vertically. Results showed that 

the distribution for low speed and high speed were the 

same albeit at lower magnitudes for the low speed. This 

is because the design of the VAWT (which was constant) 

is the major factor in developing the flow field and thus 

the turbulence distribution irrespective of flow velocities. 

Futhermore, the pattern changed only when the VAWT 

was within the flow, which means that the downwind 

with VAWT flow and turbulence distribution patterns 

originated from the VAWT and not from the flow source 

(i.e., the fans). Thus, the results and discussion presented 

onwards refers only to the high speed flow field. The 

distributions of the mean flow velocity and turbulence  

for high speed setting at four different positions are 

shown in Figure 3, which displayed a classic turbulence 

energy cascade pattern for the downwind with VAWT 

runs. 

Time series of mean flow velocities (averaged 5-min 

blocks) for a duration of 60 min, for upwind and 

downwind positions with and without VAWT within the 

flow is shown in Figure 4. As the trend of the time series 

of all positions were somewhat similar, only one position 

(E6) was selected to represent the time series trends. At 

upwind positions with or without VAWT (see Figure 4 a 

and c), the cycle of the incoming flow occurred every 10 

to 15 min. However, the pattern of the 5-min block mean 

flow velocities at downwind positions occurred at a lower 

frequency of more or equal to 60 min (refer Figure 4 b 

and d). This reveals the frequency-scale difference 

between the incoming flow at upwind and downwind 

positions and indicates the generation of different flow 

patterns between the upwind (the fans) and downwind 

flows (the VAWT) as exhibited in Figure 3. Figures 3a 

and 3c show that the mean flow velocity distribution 

patterns are proximate at both upwind positions (with and 

without VAWT). Flow dispersed from upwind to 

downwind, causing the flow velocities at downwind 

positions to reduce, refer to Figure 3b. With the VAWT 

placed at the downwind position, mean flow velocity 

behind the entire swept area of the VAWT was lower 

than without VAWT, refer to Figure 3d. In the middle 

column (column C) of the wind swept area behind the 

VAWT, mean flow velocity decreased when approaching 

the bottom surface. The mean flow velocity above the 

centre was higher due to the higher energy flow of this 

row layer [7].  

 

Generally, the VAWT disperses the flow downwind; 

flow field transferred downwind partitioned into three 

distinct flow fields (or vortices) [17]. The highest flow 

velocity was observed in column E shown in Figure 3d 

due to the concurrent rotational direction (anti-

clockwise) of the VAWT. Mean flow velocity were 

directed and concentrated in column E (the right-most 

column) by the VAWT where the flow is least obstructed 

due to the concurrent direction of the rotors. In column 

E, the mean flow velocity magnitude was two to three 

times higher compared with other columns while the 

mean flow velocity increased and decreased from top to 

bottom. The second highest mean flow velocity was 

observed in column A, but with the rotors moving 

counter current to the direction of the flow. Thus, flow 

velocities was directed to the concurrent column of the 

VAWT, The highest resistance, taken as highest 

occurrence of turbulence before the VAWT, of flow 

occurs in column D, C, and B (in order of magnitude) due 

to a small degree of reverse flow especially in cells D2, 

C3 and B3. Figure 5 illustrates the reverse flow generated 

by VAWT, showing the distribution of the flow due to 

the rotational direction of the VAWT. The blocking 

effect of turbine on the incoming flow from upwind has 

contributed to the slight decrease of mean flow velocity 

in column C and this is aligned with the observation 

found in Kinzel’s work [7]. 

 

a) b) 
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Figure 3. Along or longitudinal view of mean flow velocity, ū, and turbulence intensities, σu,v,w distribution for the entire swept 

area covered by the flow source of three 26" industrial standing fans at high speed for four positions; (a) upwind position without 

VAWT; (b) downwind position without VAWT; (c) upwind position with VAWT; (d) downwind position with VAWT; each cell 

represents mean values measured for each position of the shelf grid (A1 to E6), columns A through E and rows 1 to 6. 
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Figure 4. Time series of mean flow velocities, ū for four positions; (a) upwind position without VAWT; (b) downwind position 

without VAWT; (c) upwind position with VAWT; (d) downwind position with VAWT. 
 
Lateral and vertical profile of VAWT turbulence 
The turbulence (σu, σv, and σw) for upwind and downwind 

were also studied laterally and vertically. For upwind 

conditions with a VAWT, a build-up of turbulences σv 

and σw occurred in the general left wind swept area of the 

VAWT, columns A to D and rows 2 to 6 that suggest a 

diversion/blocking of flows.  

Regardless of the VAWT, upwind turbulence was 

relatively the same possibly due to similar sources (i.e., 

the fans). The mean flow velocity and σu distribution 

were high, mainly due to the positioning of the flow 

source only at a distance of 1.5 m away from the 

ultrasonic anemometer (refer to Figures 3a) while the 

highest σu was located at the centre cell (C4) possibly due 

to the blocking effect of the VAWT mast. With the 

VAWT  within    the    flow     and     at    the      upwind 

position, the lateral turbulence, σv, decreased linearly 

from cell A4 to cell E4  (Figure 3a). The  trends  for  σw 

 
Figure 5. A sketch of the top view of the VAWT; flow 

directions of the VAWT rotor is represented by blue arrows; 

reverse flow generated by VAWT is represented by green 

arrows; the red thin arrow shows the rotational direction of the 

rotor; flow source is from the bottom. 
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were the same for both with and without VAWT within 

the flow. A slight decrease at cell E4 could be due to the 

effects of obstructions at the perimeter of the layout. 

Turbulence dispersion took place downwind, 

whereby σu, σv and σw generally decreased without the 

VAWT. Placing the VAWT within the flow at the 

downwind position further decreased turbulence due to 

generally low mean flow velocities. Referring to Figure 

3c, there were more turbulence and restrictions to flow in 

the bottom right column. Comparing the lateral profile of 

the downwind positions with and without VAWT, Figure 

6 shows that σu was higher in column E when VAWT is 

within the flow except for E1, which was located at the 

top row covered by the swept area. The counter-

clockwise rotation of the VAWT contributed in the 

increase of mean flow velocity in column E. The VAWT 

created vortices with vortex shedding, which caused the 

turbulence intensity to increase in column E. 

A higher value of σu at column E is observed due to 

the concurrent rotational direction of the VAWT, as 

mentioned earlier. The lateral profiles of σv and σw are 

shown in Figure 7. From row 3 to row 6, σv and σw were 

lower in areas within column B to D compared with the 

edge of the covered swept area, which were columns A 

and E. This was also reported in numerical simulation, 

which showed a bell-shaped velocity deficit that occurred 

behind a HAWT [17]. Here, we also observed that 

turbulence (lateral and vertical) were at its highest in the 

middle position and downwind of the swept area of 

VAWT. 

The efficiency of a VAWT not only depends on its 

longitudinal mechanical energy-extraction capability but 

also on its ability to extract vertical momentum flux 

energy. Comparing the vertical mean flow velocity and 

σu distributions at upwind positions, both situations were 

mainly dependent on the positioning of the measurement 

location. Due to the flow being dispersed downwind by 

the VAWT, the mean flow velocity reduced as shown 

previously. A vertical profile of σushows the effect of 

VAWT on turbulence in its wake as shown in Figure 8. 

Wind speed was approximately zero at the bottom 

wind swept area and so momentum has transferred 

downwards into the surface. At the downwind position 

without VAWT, flow dissipated towards the bottom or 

surface, σu decreased and eddies sizes nearer to the 

ground become small. With the VAWT within the flow 

and at the downwind position, σu and σv reduced. The 

remaining turbulence, which dissipated downwind was 

extracted by the VAWT. There is a slight increase in σu 

and σv at the bottom wind swept area, indicated by red 

colour circles in Figure 8. At this bottom area near the 

edge of the VAWT, kinetic energy was reflected back 

into the flow by the surface. This could be caused by the 

flows that contacted the surface of the ground, which 

generated secondary vortices due to the blocking effect 

and caused the slight increase of σu behind the VAWT 

[18]. Vertical momentum transfers from top to bottom 

when VAWT was within the flow. Referring to Figure 9, 

in the area behind the VAWT and at column C, σw 

decreased. The σw reduced vertically from top to bottom 

at a higher rate compared to σu and σv. 

 
Figure 6. Lateral profile of longitudinal turbulence intensity, σu, from the left column to the right column (A to E) for each row (1 

to 6) at high speed at downwind position; inverted triangle symbol represents downwind position without VAWT while filled 

inverted triangle symbol represents downwind position with VAWT. 
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Figure 7. Lateral profile of lateral and vertical turbulence intensities (σv and σw) distribution from the left column to the right 

column (A to E) for each row (1 to 6) at high speed at downwind position; inverted triangle symbol represents downwind position 

without VAWT while filled inverted triangle symbol represents downwind position with VAWT 
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Figure 8. Vertical profile of longitudinal and lateral turbulence intensities (σu and σv) distribution from bottom to top for each 

column (A to E) for the entire windswept area at high speed at downwind position; inverted triangle symbol represents downwind 

position without VAWT while filled inverted triangle symbol represents downwind position with VAWT; the circle indicates the 

deflection of flow by the bottom surface, which increased the turbulence intensity. 
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Figure 9. Vertical profile of vertical turbulence intensity (σw) distribution from bottom to top for each column (A to E) for the 

entire windswept area at high speed at downwind position; inverted triangle symbol represents downwind position without VAWT 

while filled inverted triangle symbol represents downwind position with VAWT. 
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 چکیده

 یانس, روش کوواریبررس یناست. در ا یو عملکرد ضرور ییکارا یینتع ی(  براVAWT)یباد ینتورب یاز محور عمود یشدت تالطم ناش های گیری اندازه

هرتز( ده  )در یکبا استفاده از بادسنج اولتراسون یدهسرپوش یشگاهآزما یکدر VAWTتالطم  مستقیما و است شده استفاده یانجر یابیمشخصه  ی( براECگرداب)

 سازی یهکردند. در تقابل با شب گیری اندازه VAWTباد )در دنباله( از  یرباد و هم در خالف مس یانجر یرهم در مس یتور یچهاز در یمشخص های یتدر موقع

 یانیجر هایلگوا یتجرب یفقادر به توص ینکند. بنابرا یانب یتیرا بطور کم یباد های ینتالطم تورب ییآن را دارد که با دقت باال یلروش پتانس ین, ایعدد های

همزمان که  یجار های یانجر  یلرا بدل یانجرVAWT دار یچپ های از منطقه یباد, بعض یرخالف مس موقعیت در که اند نشان داده یجهستند. نتا VAWTحول 

 VAWTهمزمان  یانمنحرف شده و به منطقه جر ها ریانج یناز ا یشود بعض یکه باعث م حالی در کردند مسدود, اند¬شده یداز چرخش محور چرخان تول

 چیبه طرف ته منطقه پ یانی, تالطم میانیکه در خط م یکردند و پراکنده شدند در حال یداو تالطم کاهش پ یانجر های , سرعت VAWTاضافه شود. در دنباله 

 یلدلب یا ینهتالطم در منطقه زم ییجز یشافزا ،شد. اگرچه  یمنف یعمود تمباعث انتقال مومن یتالطم بطور کل یریانتقال سراز ینکرد. ا یدادار  کاهش پ

 مشاهده شد. یانانحراف جر
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